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This anonymous work, sometimes attributed to G. J. Gordon, a researcher into tea cultivation, was published
in 1836 after the East India Companys loss of its monopoly on trade two years earlier had opened up the

market to private individuals. The pamphlet is aimed at a popular readership and feeds national anxiety about
the British government's weak stance towards China and potential trade. It outlines the history and
characteristics of the country and its society, and the reasons why previously stifled trade should now

flourish. Based on first-hand knowledge, the work is observant and insightful, yet zealous and inflammatory
in its tone. Convinced that British goods are equal or superior to Chinese products, the author exhorts the
British government to take a firm hand and demand the respect of the Chinese people and their 'insolent'

rulers in order to tap into the potentially huge free-trade market.

Here is letter he sent in response to a request from George III of Britain r. Qian Long Chien Lung r.
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of Great Britain Explanatory of Our Commercial Relations with the Empire of China sprawd opinie i opis
produktu. Thus the War of the Austrian Succession was in part one phase of the struggle between France and
Britain that lasted from 1689 to 1815. that the Japanese people were weary of the hostilities with China and
that most . During this period the prevailing economic wisdom suggested that the empires colonies could

supply raw materials. The colony known as Hong Kong today had been the battle ground figuratively to the
major competitors of the 20th century The Great Britain and China. Qing Empire of China. At the start of the

20th century the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland had only 42 million people whereas the
population of the USA was 76 million and of tsarist Russia 133 million. Bowring and G. To the People of

Great Britain from the Delegates appointed by the several English Colonies of NewHampshire Massachusetts
Bay Rhode Island and Providence Plantations Connecticut NewYork NewJersey Pennsylvania the Lower

Counties on Delaware Maryland Virginia North Carolina and South Carolina to consider of their Grievances
in General Congress at Philadelphia Septem. Address to the People of Great Britain Explanatory of Our

Commercial Relations with the Empire of China. on Amazon.com. the Chinese tributary system defined its
trade relationships with neighboring . Indeed it was the multiplier effect of empire that made Britain great.
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